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Indeed, so often were the words used that they 
did not necessarily designate the wide-reaching 
changes of a reformer, as in AMontanhagol's now 
famous "noel dig de maestria' ;15 at times they 
indicated merely innovations in one of the com- 
ponent parts of a song, its tune or its thought. 16 

If, then, we remember that by the very nature 
of their application these words must occur most 
frequently in the first lines of a composition, i. e., 
in that part most quoted and most generally 
known, it would be preposterous to maintain that 
this use of no tt, qnovel, and qnucovo were unfamiliar 
to one as conversant as Dante with the work of 
former poets. Furthermore, it is highly probable 
-if not certain---that he had this use in mind 
when characterizing his own verse. 

In this way, remembering what was shown a 
moiment ago concerning Amor mi spira, not only 
are we justified in stating that Dante's definition 
of his school, as given in his conversation with 
Bonagiunta, is largely couched in termns already 
old; but in addition we may surmise that this 
was no oversight on his part. 

And, true enough, this same division of the 
Divine Comedy, the Purgatory, gives us reason 
to think it ilitentional. Canto xXIV tells us that 
Bonagiunta, the Notary and Guittone are held 
"Di qua del dolce stil nuovo"; Canto xi, that 
Cavalcanti has robbed Guinizelli of the "glolia 
della lingua "; and Canto xxvi styles Guinizelli 
as " padre Alio e degli altri miei migliori "; but 
this same twenty-sixth canto goes on, nevertheless, 
to proclaim Arnaut Daniel "miglior fabbro del 
parlar materno. " In other words, Dante felt 
that Guinizelli, Cavalcanti, himself and some 
others had accomplished something peculiar to 
thcmnselves; he saw that his special circle was 
writing verses that differed from that of their 
corntemporaries and immediate predecessors; but 
he also realized that, years before, there had writ- 
ten a poet deserving the greatest praise: and, im- 
mediately upon havinig honored the leader of his 
banded fiiends, he insisted that this leader should 
call that ancient poet a greater craftsman than he. 

Sarely this precludes any ignoring of the old or 
attempt to disown its influence. Does it not, 
rather, suggest a feeling of kinship and affection 
for the Provengal singer ? To us, at least, this 
honor done to Arnaut seems to form an arch. It 
is a connecting of the excellent old with the 
excellent new over a span of inferior and negli- 
gible work. 

If this be true, if Dante took pleasure in asso- 
ciating himself and his set with the best poets 
that had come before, and if, as we have guessed 
above, he consciously and deliberately used their 
vocabulary in characterizing his own work," then 
it is impossible for us to see in the nuovo of the 
expression dolce stil nuovo, the meaning which is 
so often given to it and of which Prof. Davidson, 
too, seems to approve. 

Dante certainly appreciated the transcendental 
tendencies of his school and it is probable that he 
read into both amnor and ntuovo, as found in the 
poems of former writers, a fuller meaning than 
that intended by the authors. But between the 
sense "new," "young," or "different," which 
they all use, to the sense "mystic" which is now 
proposed, the distance is far too great. To cross 
it, we need at least one sure example of an inter- 
mediate step; and this is, as far as we know, 
lacking. 

A. G. H. SPIERS. 
Haverford College. 

15 v. Cesare de Lollis: Studi 3fcdievali, 1, p. 5 ff. 
"IAs, for instance, is indicated in the line of Brunet 

quoted above, or in Bertran de Born's D'un sirventes nom 
chal . . ., with its "razo tan novelha ", although con- 
sciously written to Guiraut de Bornelh's tune of Lady 
Alamanda. Appel, nos. 67 and 91. 

17Savj-Lopez having considered only the frequency with 
which former poets had claimed the inspiration of Love 
wrote: "Nelle parole di Dante, non 8 il creatore di un 
novello mondo lirico che oppone s6 fieramente a tutto il 
passato: 6 un poeta di arte raffinata ed elevata che sa di 
ricongiungersi coil la grande tradizione interrotta dei 
tempi migliori." (T. e. P., p. 23.) But this was too 
great a statement to derive from a consideration of Amor 
miSpira alone. Reinforced by a consideration of nuovo 
and Dante's attitude towards Arnaut, it seems justified. 

" VENUS, DU UND DEIN KIND." 

On page 184 of Prof. Hatfield's well-known 
edition of Freytag' s Der Rittmeister von Alt- 
Rosen 1 I find a note which seems to call for 

1 Freytag, Der Rittmeister von Alt-BRoen. Edited by J. 
T. Hatfield. D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, 1908. 
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comment, and the more so as the matter involved 
is of some literary interest. 

As will be recalled, the scene of Freytag' s 
novel, which belongs to his famous Ahnen 
series, is laid in the period of the Thirty 
Years' War. In the story an encounter takes 
place between the German soldiers anid Mar- 
shall Turenne's men, and Bernhard K6nig, the 
captain of the Old Rosen-Regiment, is wounded 
in the arm. He enters the tent where his sister 
is awaiting him, and she at once proceeds to dress 
the wound. The Freytag passage involved in my 
discussion begins at this point and, being brief, 
may as well be quoted. As found on p. 22 of 
Prof. Hatfield's edition the text reads as follows: 

" Blitz ! " sagte er heiter, mit ihrer Hilfe sein 
Wams ausziehend, " hier hingt auch die Laute, 
sie wird in den niachsten Taggen vor mir Ruhe 
haben "-er strich mit der heilen Hand iiber die 
Saiten und summte die beliebte Weise: " Venus, 
du und dein Kind seid allezwei blind." 

Commenting on Freytag' s reference to the 
"favorite melody" beginning "Venus, du und 
dein Kind," Prof. Hatfield in his note suggests 
that this is "perhaps a free working-over of the 
verse of a current song," and he then indicates 
that he has in mind as the probable original a 
selection from Moscherosch's Gesichte, part 2, 
"vision " 3. This song is included in Kiirsch- 
ner's Deutsche National-Litteratur, from which I 
quote the particular stanza which here concerns 
us: 

Venus selbst sampt ihrem Kind, 
wan sie Wilppret wolten fangen, 
sind nach sclhwartzen Haaren gangen; 

Cupido, wie wohli er blind, 
thut noch heut den Braunen stellen, 
Schwartze vor den Weissen fillen.' 

I believe the editor erred in assuming that 
Freytag had these lines of Moscherosch in mind 
when he wrote the passage under consideration. 
And I shall now proceed to prove my contention. 

Jakob Ayrer, as will be recalled, was a con- 
temporary of Hans Sachs. Indeed, for a time he 
was also a townsman of the famous bard of 
Niirnberg. He was the author of some thirty- 
three tragedies and comedies and thirty-six car- 

nival plays and operettas (Singspiele). Prof. 
Thomas, in his " History of German Literature," 
aptly characterizes him as a " lesser Hans Sachs." 
In passing, I might say also, that it was in Ayrer's 
time that the name Sin gspiele first came into use. 
These interesting operatic productions go back to 
the English jig8 which flourished at the court of 
Queen Elizabeth. In 1596 or thereabouts some 
of these English Jigs were introduced into Ger- 
many where they met with great favor and were 
later much imitated.' Ayrer died in 1605. The 
date of his birth is not known. One of his oper- 
ettas is entitled Ein sch6nss Neues Singens Spill 
Von demn Inorrn IKinmtzlein mit dem Vrlaub etc. 
The Dresden ms. of this Singspiel bears the date 
Nov. 5, 1598.' Directly after the title of his 
operetta Ayrer adds the words: 

" mit vier Personen, Im Thon: 
Venus, du vnnd dein Kind 
Seind alle beyde blint etc." 

As Prof. Hatfield has already pointed out, there 
is, of course, a general correspondence between 
Freytag's version "Venus, du und dein Kind" 
and the lines from Moscherosch's song previously 
quoted. But on the other hand it will be noted at 
once that Freytag' s phrasing and the Ayrer version 
just cited are practically identical, the only variant 
being zwei for beyde. It was this interesting fact 
which led me to question the correctness of Prof. 
Hatfield's conjecture and sent me at once to Erk 
and Bohme's monumental Deutscher Liederhort, 
where I found both the text and the nmusic of the 
song referred to. According to the compilers of 
the Liederhort the music of the song was com- 
posed by Jacob Regnart and together with the 
text was published in his collection of villanelles 
as early as 1574. The text seems to me certainly 
well worth quoting. In the somewhat modernized 
version it runs as follows: 

Venus, du und dein Kind 
Seid alle beide blind, 
Und pflegt auch zu verblenden, 
Wer sich zu euch tut wenden, 
Wie ich wohl hab erfahren 
In meinen jungen Jahren. 

2 Kirschner's Deutsche National-Litteratur, 1883, vol. 
32, p. 210. 

3J. Bolte in Theaterpeschichtliche Forschungen. Ham- 
burg and Leipzig, 1893, part 7, page 2. 

"A. von Keller in Publikationen des IAtterarisChen Ver- 
eins, Stuttgart, 1865, vol. 80, p. 3424, 
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Amor, du Kindlein bloss, 
Wem dein vergiftes G'schoss 
Das Herz einmal beriihret, 
Der wird alsbald verfiihret, 
Wie ich wohl liab erfahren 
In meinen jungen Jahren. 

Fur nur ein Freud allein 
Gibst du viel tausend Pein, 
Fiir nur ein freundlich Scherzen 
Gibst du viel tausend Schmerzen, 
Wie ich wohl hab erfahren 
In meinen jungen Jahren. 

Drum rat ich jedermann 
Von Lieb bald abzustahn, 
Dann nichts ist zu erjagen 
In Lieb, dann Weh und Klagen, 
Das hab ich alls erfahren 
In meinen jungen Jahren.5 

From the compilers' note on the song I quote 
also the following interesting data: "Das Lied 
war am Ende des 16. und durchs 17. Jahrhundert 
sehr beliebt, denn es findet sich in vielen Lieder- 
buchern und Quodlibets und wurde umgedichtet 
schon bei Demantius 1595. Seine Melodie wurde 
zu historischen Spottliedern benutzt. So schon 
1583 zu einem Lied auf den Erzbischof und 
Truchsess Gebhard in Koin: ' Gebhard, mit Trug 
und List da churfiirst worden bist.' Ferner im 
dreissigjihrigen Kriege mehrfach, besonders auf 
den vertriebenen Bohmenk6nig Friedrich: 'Fritz, 
du verw6hntes Kind' (1621). 

Zu Anfang des 17. Jahrhunderts wurde die von 
Regnart erfundene Melodie in die protestantische 
Kirche aufgenommen und dem von Sigismund 
Weingirtner gedichteten Liede: 'Auf meinen 
lieben Gott' zugeeignet. Mit diesem geistlichen 
Texte finden wir es zuerst im Gesangbuche von 
MelchiorVulpius. Jehne 1609, Nr. 132; zugleich 
dort mit dem andern geistlichen Text: 'Man 
spricht, wen Gott erfreut,' der schon 1605 bei 
Gesius vorkommt. Bekannter und besser als die 
durch Chromata verdorbene Lesart des Gesius 
und Vulpius finden wir die Melodie in Schein's 
Cantional. Leipzig, 1627, Nr. 226. Aus letzterem 
ist die jetzt in Kirchen iibliche Lesart hervor- 
gegangen. " In conclusion the compilers then 
give also the three oldest religious variations of 
the song. Ayrer, as I have already pointed out, 

chose this same popular melody as the vehicle for 
his operetta. Since Erk and B6hme do not make 
mention of this important and significant fact, I 
assume that it may have been overlooked by them. 

To sum up. In his editorial note Prof. Hatfield 
suggests that Freytag's version " Venus, du und 
dein Kind etc." may be a free working-over of 
lines occurring in a poem by Moscherosch (1601- 
1669). In view of the facts now before us this 
theory seems no longer tenable. If, in this connec- 
tion, we are to speak at all of a " working-over, " 
we shall be forced to say that in his "Venus 
selbst sampt ihrem Kind etc." Moscherosch gives 
us what might more properly be regarded as 
itself a working-over of a much earlier song be- 
ginning " Venus, du und dein Kind." This 
pretty selection as we have seen was set to music 
by Jacob Regnart and was included in his collec- 
tion of villanelles which appeared as early as 
1574. And Freytag' s reference is, of course, 
reminiscent of this sixteenth century song, and 
is not a modern adaptation of the seventeenth 
century song of Moscherosch. 

C. H. IBERSHOFF. 
Harvard University. 

OCf. Erk and Bohme, Deutscher Liederhort, 1894, vol. 
3, p. 478. 

SHELLEY AND PEACOCK. 

The announcement that Peacock's "Memoirs" 
about P. B. Shelley are soon to be republished by 
the Oxford University Press may serve as an excuse 
for treating the subject of their literary relations. 
The truth is that if we except (as well we may) a 
scanty article written a few years ago by Mr. H. 
B. Young, none of Shelley's critics has yet taken 
care to examine the extent of his debt to that 
enigmatic man of letters Thomas Love Peacock. 
Their acquaintance presented, we must concede, 
few of the symptoms that are generally supposed 
to reveal or constitute a " literary friendship ": 
they had few ideas in common, and they issued 
no manifesto. And yet, to the careful student of 
Shelley's life, it must appear as if their companion- 
ship requires more than a passing mention. 

Shelley does not seem to have become personally 
acquainted with Peacock before the winter of 
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